The **Internal Protection System** aims to generate **safe spaces, safe activities** and **safe relationships** in each of the projects and institutions of RR Adoratrices.

---

**We are inviting you to:**

> Contribute to the creation of caring, welcoming, respectful and safe environments.
> Attend to, protect and take care of all persons involved in the project.
> Undergo training in the prevention of abuse.
> Follow and disseminate the Entity’s Code of Conduct.
> Report any inappropriate practices or abusive behaviour you witness or are made aware of.

---

To learn more about the Internal Protection System or to report an incident, please contact:

**In Madrid**
Tel. 913 86 06 43
proteccion@proyectoesperanza.org

**In Barcelona**
Tel. 681 06 40 26
proteccio@adoratrius.cat

Or you can use the purpose-built physical mail boxes in our various centres.